The University "Constantin Brancusi" of Târgu-Jiu will train students capable to examine critical phenomena, reach the problems solutions, to imagine alternatives to the proposed solutions, young people prepared to accept the visions of the world of other cultures and to assume a leader position in Romania during the following years.

The institution is called to leave the group of isolated universities that have chronic, mediocrity tendencies by adopting strategies that would bring it on the first place of scientific research from the space of Oltenia, in the line of national performant universities.

The University "Constantin Brancusi" from Târgu-Jiu must be in the avangarde of the superior education reform, working for the clarification - at the level of the population in the zone - of the impact of the European integration for the creation of the European Space of the superior education and the European Space of research.

The institution is engaged in the qualitative improving of the learning and teaching processes, by a common reflection on the didactical and research activities, requiring the solidarity of teachers and students in looking up for creative solutions for the transition to an education centered on the student with clearly defined finalities and objectives.
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